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     U-Life Goodness (Lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

U-life Goodness Natural Spirit, 

find some peace back to U, gotta chill to hear it  

U-life Goodness Natural Spirit, 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

Owlin G for piece real cleft for truth love sake 

Process patient over time now we shame (it) they was fake (Battle is of the Spirit not flesh and blood) 

Little Light of Mine get it G we know above wake (it) 

Up for peace power Unity the real we all make 

 

Grown man Cop plea truth we teach kind 

Truthfully to brighten days hope within the rhyme (its) 

True, time and time again we check the lie and keep shinin 

Better life for Children way beyond the yours mine 

 

Sing hymns healing process back to you let's begin 

Meditation or create if you dig it hit the gym 

All different find your peace slow n' easy passed a sin 

Poetic light on back and forth Human Earth one kin 
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Teach some tolerance to zero tolerance claiming patriotism 

Likes the volume of its own voice pushes haterism 

Patient with it cuz we've been watching trippin' birtherism 

Same Dis different sleep check it for all the people livin 

 

 

Hook: 

U-life Goodness Natural Spirit,  

find some peace back to U, gotta chill to hear it  

U-life Goodness Natural Spirit 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

He wrote a poem and she lied bout' how she know him 

God riding on the clouds saw it heard it yeah we knowin 

Owlin G witness flowin like the family we glowin 

Checking hate with inner prize future now n get it goin 

 

Saying less government so they don't have to behave 

Adult supervision Washington how we save 

Ruled by the governed not control denial of slaves 

Honesty is best a new Union starts today 
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Bringing Justice to a planet or Detective Sleep Dis 

He's a kick to check kid didn't even catch the list 

Prime directive independent Word is Bond what he missed 

Fellowship respect wake his frame up when it fit's 

 

There's a Bird in the building reppin Word is Bond 

G.O.D. complete oversight it’s goin on 

Geddin time peace right…we see you con 

Oneness love one another or the world is gone 

 

Hook: 

 

U-life Goodness Natural Spirit,  

find some peace back to U, gotta chill to hear it  

U-life Goodness Natural Spirit 

(4 times) 

 

Outro: Peace. Respect to Buildin to be Born…Love Strength and Respect to D-techs…Splinter Checks. 

Bouncin off the walls with reverence. Owlin Frames into it. Chill Peace Team Camp. 1 


